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INTRODUCTION
Think of drop cards not only as advertisement for your product or service, but also as the vehicle that
will deliver the message that you want everyone to know; in this context, drop cards are one of the
most effective and cost efficient marketing tools.
However, the success you experience by using drop cards as a marketing tool is only as great as the
message written inside the card. Paramount to success is having an effective, memorable message
inside your card along with knowing expert placement techniques and, most importantly, being
consistent in its use.
Inside you will find 101 drop card ideas. Some of these ideas will be more applicable to you than
others; some may spark a better and more effective idea--which is great! The purpose of this book is
not to present every placement idea possible. Rather, it is to stimulate you to think “outside the box”
in order to market your product or service thereby standing out from the rest!

GUERILLA TIPS
Speckled throughout the book you will find GUERILLA TIPS. These tips are designed to elaborate on
ideas and is based on the concept of Guerilla Marketing.

“Drop cards stored on a shelf
is like standing alone in a dark room-only you know that you’re there.”

101 DROP CARD IDEAS FOR NEWBIES

1. THE STANDARD “GROUND DROP”
The fundamental purpose of a drop card is to drop it. Dropping a standard business card feels like
littering. But do it with a drop card that looks like money, and that “litter bug” feeling isn't there
because you know from experience that drop cards get picked up. However, technique is everything.
Hold several cards in your lowered hand and nonchalantly release one card at a time, spacing the next
"drop" according to the surrounding foot traffic. When dropping, make sure that only one card is
visible in any immediate area. The goal is to reach as many individuals as you can, not to leave a trail
of "bread crumbs" for one person to follow. When someone spots your drop card on the ground and
reads your message inside, that person will place it in a pocket to later read your message more
closely and take action, or he/she will repeat the process of throwing it on the ground, causing the
message on your drop card to “go viral.”
GUERILLA TIP: Dropping cards should be done daily as you go about your normal routine.
Make dropping a habit. Over time, you will see results.

2. AIR TRAVEL
If you travel by plane, do not miss this opportunity! Once seated on the flight, look in the pocket
located on the seatback of the person in front of you to find that particular airline's travel magazine,
many which feature a variety of items that may be ordered while “flying the friendly skies.” Place a
drop card within its pages. Someone travelling on that plane will browse the magazine and find your
unique card which will certainly get their attention. The traveller may keep your card for future
reference, pass it on to someone else, or place in back within the pages of the magazine.
GUERILLA TIP: If possible, board the plane early and place your card in the travel magazine
located in the pocket of each seat. Also, consider placing a few cards in the overhead
compartments used to store carry-on luggage. When pulling their bags from the overhead buns
at the end of the flight, you $100 bill money cards will fall like rain.

3. THE AIRPORT
Do product sales make you a “frequent flyer?” Airports are great places to promote a business that
does not market solely to a local demographic. Thousands of people move through the airport daily,
and there are hundreds of places inside the airport where you can use your drop cards to reach a
national audience. Listed are just a few areas to drop a card in order to reach people from around the
United States that you may not have had the opportunity to reach otherwise—the waiting areas at
the gates, airport restrooms, near the food kiosks, slipped between the pages of magazines and
newspapers sold in the airport gift shops, etc.

4. THE ARCADE
Kids can be used as marketing tools, and you are guaranteed to find a few of them at an arcade. Drop
cards near popular arcade games and next to the change machine. In seconds your card will be in the
hands of a kid who can't wait to prank friends and family. Eventually, your message will be read by an
adult from your target demographic. Another good location to find kids is at the play area in a fastfood restaurant.

5. AUTO DEALERSHIPS
If you're offering a business opportunity, knowing where you can locate and recruit sales people who
work on commission could be profitable, right? If you agree, then visit your local auto dealership. Go
onto the vehicle lot before or after business hours and walk around, dropping money cards in key
locations. Put a few in areas that will not be immediately seen, but will be discovered later during the
day.

6. AUTOMOBILE WINDSHIELDS
You can reach hundreds of people in a relatively short amount of time with this idea. Place a drop
card under the driver's side windshield wiper of each car in a parking lot. But don't limit yourself to
grocery stores and mall parking lots. Locations where a multitude of cars are parked can be found are
everywhere. Consider distributing your cards throughout the parking lot of a school that is hosting a
sporting event, like varsity football, or on the windshield of cars in the parking lot of a movie theatre.
Be mindful of the weather; drop cards are not waterproof.

7. AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOPS
Nobody likes to sit and wait while their car is being serviced. However, vehicle maintenance is
important; tire replacement and oil changes are part of being an automobile owner. Place your drop
card inside a tire display or in between magazine pages in the waiting area. Place a few by the coffee
machine, if there is one. And if the automotive repair shop has a vending machine, then you're doubly
lucky! Place a card in the dispensing bin and one in the coin return.

8. BANKS
Never miss an opportunity to leave your drop card. Banks are no exception! When at the bank, people
have "money on their mind,” so a $100 bill lying on the floor won't seem out of place. Banking areas
where you can leave your money card include the 24 hour ATM machine, the drive-through tube, the
lobby and/or customer waiting area and the stack of deposit and withdrawal slips. Don't forget the
after-hours deposit drawer!

9. BARS AND NIGHTCLUBS
Even during your off hours, you can still find a little time to both socialize and market your business or
product. Bring a handful of drop cards with you to the bar or nightclub and drop them, place them or
give them away. Ideas for where to place your drop card include under a drink coaster (with just the
edge of the card exposed), the bar area where drinks are ordered, in the corner pocket of a pool
table, and pinned to a dart board (the bull's-eye, of course). Hand out your $100 bill card to everyone
you meet; it makes a great conversation starter.

GUERILLA TIP: Give a drop card to the bartender (with the real tip folded inside). He will not
only get a kick out of it, but will also use it to "fool" others who go up to the bar to get a drink.

10. THE BEACH
If you live near a beach or boardwalk, drop a money card every 15-20 yards. Near garbage cans and
concession stands are also good places to drop a few.

11. BICYCLE RACKS
Place near the area where cyclists lock up their bikes.

12. BILLS
You can advertise your business or product even when paying your monthly business expenses.
Include your $100 bill drop card along with each check that you mail.

13. BOOKS
When at your local book store, locate the business and finance sections as well as the selfimprovement books. Insert a drop card between the pages of some good reads (one per book). Other
good places to find books and magazines in which you can place your cards are libraries and retail
stores.
GUERILLA TIP: Magazines are a great way to reach a specific target audience. Find a
magazine that is directed towards a population of readers who would find your product or
service desirable. For example, if you are a mortgage broker or a real estate agent , place a drop
card into magazines geared towards people who are looking for first-time home buying advice
or inspiration. If you are a handyman, home improvement magazines—and there are a ton of
them out there-- are an excellent source for new prospects.

14. THE BOWLING ALLEY
Go to the bowling alley to do some marketing. Many men and women play on bowling leagues,
parents take their children to birthday parties at the bowling alley, etc. The bottom-line is that the
bowling alley is full of local people of all ages. Take advantage of the opportunity.

15. BULLETIN BOARDS
Tacking your money cards onto public bulletin boards (sometimes called “notice boards”) is a great
way to reach the local community. Great locations to find bulletin boards include laundry mats,
apartment complexes, Chinese take-out restaurants, the grocery store, etc.
GUERILLA TIP: Tack more than one card on to each bulletin board because your cards will
stand out from the rest (they look like money) and will be taken right away.

16. BUSES
Large cities typically offer good bus service that is used by different people from all walks of life,
including adults who work in the downtown area but don't drive to the job due to the cost of parking,

college students getting around the city, and older folks who do not drive. Don't miss the opportunity
to attract a diverse population to your business. Start with a handful of drop cards and toss a few
onto empty seats as you work your way to the back of the bus. If the bus is crowed, then nonchalantly
drop them in the aisle as you walk.

17. BUS STOPS
Just about every bus stop has some sort of sign, bench or enclosure indicating where to wait for the
bus. Make sure that your drop card is where it can be found.
GUERILLA TIP: School bus stops are also viable locations for marketing. If you do not know
where they are located, wake up early (before school starts) and drive around the local
neighbourhoods. Notice where groups of school-aged children are congregating--those are your
school bus stops. The following day, place your drop card where kids waiting at the stop will see
it. They will pick it up and use it during the school day to prank their friends. Your card will
eventually make its way into the hands of a parent who may become your next customer.

18. BUSINESS CARD HOLDERS
Purchase at least 10 plastic-type business card holders and place them around town. Many businesses
will already have a collection of them near the cash register. Simply add yours to the mix. Your cards
will be snapped up quickly, make sure you get in to the habit and re-fill each of your dispersers on a
regular bases. Note: To keep cards aligned correctly within your card holder, die cut interlocking drop
cards work best for this technique.
GUERILLA TIP: Tell the merchant displaying your cards that you in turn will recommend his
business to others.

19. BUTT STOP

Cigarette Butt Receptacles

Make sure to drop a few $100 bill cards near cigarette butt receptacles. You can find these containers
on the sidewalk in front of most retail stores. If you are a smoker yourself, then you can nonchalantly
stand near the receptacle while smoking and drop a card or two--that is, until you kick the habit.

20. CANDY OR TOY DISPENSERS
Lift the dispenser flap and insert a card. Watch a kid's expression when he discovers a $100 bill with

his gumball! Your drop card will be sure to be shown to mom and dad.

21. YOUR CAR
Allowing your car to do nothing more than to get you from one place to another is a waste of valuable
time that could be put to use marking your product, service or even yourself. Attach a Take One box
to your car and fill it with $100 bill drop cards. The “money” will peek people's curiosity, getting them
to act and grab one of your cards. Just keep the dispenser full of your money cards. That way, you are
always marketing no matter where your vehicle takes you!
GUERILLA TIP: Do you have a fleet of vehicles or more than one car in the family? Make
sure that each and every vehicle is outfitted with a Take One money card dispenser. That way,
your whole family can assist you with your marketing.

22. CARNIVAL RIDES
Each ride at the carnival has a common denominator: people and seats. Place a card on a few seats of
each ride (the roller coaster, bumper cars, etc.). Drop them at the cotton candy and popcorn stands.
GUERILLA TIP: Drop your $100 bill cards sparingly so that their novelty doesn't wear off.
You don't want people walking by your drop cards without a second glance because they have
already seen it several times.

23. CASINOS
Nothing says jackpot to a marketer like a room full of gamblers! Drop a money card at a casino and
watch it get snapped up immediately. Everyone sees, hears and thinks money at a casino. Finding
cash on the ground is logical to the receiver. A good place to leave your $100 bill card is in the coin bin
of a slot machine. Drop cards as you walk around the playing tables, leaving one as a tip for the dealer
or drink waitress (be sure to include a real tip inside). Casinos offer limitless possibilities.

24. CEILING FANS
If you can reach the top of a stationary ceiling fan, place your drop card on the top of one of the
blades. When the fan is turned on, watch your card fly across room! It's fun and very effective. Note:
To prevent opening in flight, die cut interlocking Drop Cards work best for this technique.

25. CHURCHES
Don't exclude churches; they are full of people each and every week. Place cards on or underneath
the pew, inside the hymnal or, if you are feeling bold, leave one in the offering basket--but make sure
it is stuffed with real money!
GUERILLA TIP: Instead of attending church, learn the time of each worship service and work
the parking lot at least 15 minutes after each service begins. Place a card under the driver's side
windshield wiper of each card. Then return to the parking lot later to do the same during the
next church service. Many churches have hundreds of congregation members, and they all
“abandon” their car in the church parking lot for at least 45 minutes.

26. CLOSED DOORS
Pinch a drop card and insert it between a closed door and the jamb just above the door handle (or
higher up) where it will not be discovered until the door is opened and your money card drops down
from above.
GUERILLA TIP: Most business owners are looking for additional money-making
opportunities to supplement their primary income. After business hours, go to the strip malls
and office buildings in your area and put your drop card into each and every door. The next day
when business owners show up for work, they will discover a fantastic opportunity!

27. CLOTHING
Place a drop card into the shirt or pants pocket of clothing found in a retail clothing store.

28. COFFEE SHOPS
Look for the condiment counter and place a drop card by the cream and sugar. Drop one in the tip jar
(along with a tip!). Look for good card placement locations on or around the coffee tables. If there is a
public bulletin board, make sure you place a couple of cards there.

29. COMMISSIONED SALES STAFF
If you're a part of the sales staff at an automobile dealership, real estate company or a furniture store,
for example, a drop card is essential for maximizing customer loyalty and securing future referral
business. Give your return customers a reason to ask for you or to refer a friend who asks for you
specifically. You'll be amazed how little it takes to entice customer loyalty. Simply requesting that a
customer ask for you by name is a weak motivator; however, giving the customer an authenticlooking $100 bill drop card that tells them why they should ask for you is the type of incentive (and
reminder) that most people need. It works, and it works well! If a return customer or their referral
does not ask for you specifically, their potential business goes to the next salesperson in line for a
customer. Stop giving your commission away and invest in yourself--order $100 bill drop cards.
GUERILLA TIP: Work into your goodbye spiel that even if they (the customers) are not
interested in making a major purchase that day, you will still pay them $100 cash simply for
referring business your way. Then give them two cards--one for them and another for a friend.

30. CONVENIENCE STORES
Go inside the store to pay for your gasoline the next time you fill up. While there, place your drop
cards by the soda dispensing machines, the coffee preparation area, the ATM machine, near the
lottery area, on top of a six pack inside the cooler, and by the cash register. Think of products that are
often purchased at a convenience store and make sure your cards are dropped there.

31. CREDIT/DEBIT PAYMENT AREAS

Money Machines, gas pumps and pay phones all good locations

Insert a drop card into the card-swipe of a credit card/debit card payment machine (e.g. “pay at the
pump” gas stations, the swipe slot at a car wash change machine, ATM machines at the local
convenience store, etc.). The next person needing to swipe their credit or debit card will be forced to
handle your card and, being curious that it looks like folded bills, won't be able to resist reading your
message inside.

32. CRUISE SHIPS
This marketing tactic works best for a business that does not depend on reaching a local
demographic, like a national franchise or a product, service or business opportunity that is offered via
the Internet. The advantage of marketing your business on a cruise ship is that you have a captive
audience. Finding hundreds of good places to drop your card isn't a problem. Be sure to give your
money card to everyone you meet on the ship.

33. DIRECT MAIL
When done right, direct mail marketing is highly effective. Nothing is better than sending “money”
(your $100 bill card) to a list of potential customers within your target audience. If you are planning
on a direct mail campaign, make sure to include your $100 bill money card.

34. DOLLAR STORES
These days, who isn't looking to save money? Think of places where you will find people who are
shopping to save money, like at a dollar store. If you have a great money saving (or money making)
opportunity, visit your local dollar stores. Place a few drop cards in key locations, such as at the
entrance to the store, on the product shelves hidden behind an item, in the aisles and don't forget to
place one in each shopping cart!

35. DRIVE THRU WINDOWS
A popular fast food restaurant will have 100's of people use the drive-thru lane each day. Find a few
good places where your money card will be easily seen and can be taken by someone who is seated in
their car waiting to order. On the other hand, most people will open the car door to reach down and
pick up “money” that has fallen onto the ground near the payment window.

36. DRIVEWAYS
Drive down residential streets and toss money cards out the window onto the ends of driveways. To
use this technique most effectively, have someone accompany you during the drive – they can toss

the cards while you drive. You will quickly reach hundreds of homes, which means hundreds of
potential customers. However, this marketing technique works best when it is not raining or snowing!
Note: To prevent opening in flight, die cut interlocking drop cards work best for this technique.
GUERILLA TIP: When tossing or dropping your cards from a distance it is highly recommend
that you make sure the crease of your drop card is tight or better yet purchase money cards
that interlock. You do NOT want your cards to land open or gradually open up, exposing your ad
before the “bait” (the appeal of real money) has had a chance to lure in its catch!

37. ELECTIONS
If you or someone you know is running for elected office, promote your candidate by using $100 bill
drop cards that advise the reader to vote for whomever you endorse. Drop them everywhere you find
people. However, please note that many states have enacted laws prohibiting the placement of
campaign materials within a specified number of feet from the polling area. So be familiar with the
laws of your state, but do drop your money cards as close to the entrance of the polling place as
possible. Don't forget to vote and to leave your personal business drop card (not the campaign card)
in the voting booth when done.

38. ELEVATORS
Every time that you step into an elevator, drop a money card. Secretly drop it behind you if there are
other people riding with you. Your card will be discovered as everyone begins to walk out. Or it will be
discovered by the next person who enters the elevator. When alone in an elevator, not only should
you place your drop card directly in front of the elevator door in order to excite the next rider, but
you should also place one in a crack of the elevator panel that you use to choose the correct floor.

39. ENTRANCES
Stand in front of a busy place like a department store or popular restaurant, handing your $100 bill
drop cards to whomever enters the building. Or make sure that there is always one $100 bill card on
the sidewalk that is used to enter or exit the building.

40. ESCALATORS
Want a captive audience? Trying standing at the bottom of an escalator and handing out your money
cards to everyone as they get off. Assertively hold out the money card. Don't worry—it is human
nature to grab something handed to us (especially if it looks like money). Try it! You'll get results.

41. FARMER'S MARKETS
Local farmer's markets offer a great opportunity to get your card into the hands of people who live in
your community. The key is to arrive early at the market in order to start placing or dropping your
money cards before the early-birds arrive.

42. FLEA MARKETS
Drop as you shop! Place a drop card on each vendor's display table and/or under an item on the table
(to be discovered when a shopper picks up the item to examine it more closely). Don't neglect to hand
a card directly to each vendor as you pass by. Flea market shoppers are usually open-minded to any

great opportunity— and so are the vendors! Whether a vendor or a shopper, everyone is a prospect,
turning ordinary flea markets into gold mines.

43. THE FRONT PORCH
Are you ready for new business? Walking neighbourhoods and dropping money cards on the front
porch (sometimes called “the stoop”) of residential homes or open apartment buildings is very
effective. Your message will be read by the home owner/tenant and, if they don't need your product
or service in that particular moment, they will keep your card because it is unique (and because no
one can throw out money) and will later have a reference for when they do need your service.
GUERILLA TIP: Drop your money cards at night or during the day-- hours most people are at
work. You want to avoid running into people because they may be resistant to being directly
solicited. Finding money drop cards creates a feeling of fun (“Hey--this is a cool! It looks just like
real money!”); strangers directly soliciting someone at their home does the opposite. You want
to tie-in a good feeling with your message!

44. FURNITURE STORES
Visit some furniture stores; tell the salesperson that you are just browsing. Then take that opportunity
to walk the showroom floor and look at the merchandise--opening draws (to place a few cards inside),
sitting on sofas (to place a card between the cushions) and looking at the accessories, like floral
arrangements (to hide a card amongst the greenery). Be creative, and you'll find good locations to
place money cards at furniture stores and other retail stores.

45. HOME FUSE BOXES
Here's a great idea for electricians or other home service trades (plumbers and a/c repairmen—
customize this idea for you). The home fuse box could not be a better spot to place a money card if
you are an electrician. Put a card inside the fuse box, and it is guaranteed to be discovered later when
a fuse blows. If the homeowner doesn't need electrical service at that time, they will remember you
when they eventually do—how convenient!

46. GARBAGE PICK-UP
Drive around neighbourhoods the evening before garbage pick-up day. Drop a money card in the area
where homeowners set out their trash bins. Better yet, wait until the garbage has been picked up and
the trash cans are empty. (No, don't place a drop card in the empty trash can.) Toss a drop card next
to the empty cans. You know that your $100 bill card will be seen by the resident when they retrieve
the trash can.

47. THE GOLF COURSE
If you golf, you better be dropping money cards! Drop a few as you play or from the cart as you go to
and fro but don't forget the dressing room, gift shop, etc.
GUERILLA TIP: Getting a cart? Place cards in as many carts as you can, not just the one you
rent.

48. GREETING CARD STORES
Greeting card stores are a gold mine! Bring a stack of cards and browse the aisles. Stuff a drop card
into as many cards or envelope with as many you feeling comfortable with as you "browse for a card
to buy." Focus on cards in which the card giver places money in for the recipient, such as birthday
cards, graduation cards, bar mitzvah cards, etc.

49. HALLOWEEN
There is at least one neighbourhood in every town that gets hoards of ghouls and goblins on
Halloween. Dress up this Halloween and walk around a busy neighbourhood, dropping money cards
all the way. The trick-or-treaters will pick them up. Then when the kids get home and mom and dad
check through their candy, the parents will find your $100 bill card.
GUERILLA TIP: If you're not comfortable with dressing up, stay home and hand out candy.
Drop a card in each child's Halloween bag along with the candy you hand out.

50. HIKING TRAILS AND BIKE PATHS
Drop cards on a popular hiking trail or bike path. Look for rest benches or points of interest where
walkers or riders are likely to stop. What you drop on the path must be discovered within a short
period of time; there is no sense dropping cards on a rarely-used path only for the wind to blow them
away where they won't be found. Again, keep mindful of the weather.

51. HOME SALES AND CLOSINGS
If you offer a product or service in which a new homeowner would be interested, then targeting
recent home sales and/or pending closings is perfect for you. To clarify, we are not suggesting that
you not limit home sales to new construction; focus on the owner who is new to living in that
particular home whether new construction or not. The key to effectively utilizing this technique is
finding places to hide your money cards where they will quickly be found by the new owner. Some
suggestions for where to place your $100 bill cards include in the mailbox, wedged into the front door
jamb, between window frames and under the garage door seal.

52. HOME SHOWINGS
If you are a real estate person and show homes, always take your drop cards with you. Without fail,
leave your drop card on the counter next to your business cards for the seller to discover later.
GUERILLA TIP: Create a message that tells the seller to call you when their home fails to sell;
remind them that you work with buyers--after all, you where just in their home with one! This is
so effective with so little effort needed to cross sell your services. You will be working with a
buyer and soliciting for a listing at the same time!

53. HOTELS/MOTELS
Always leave several cards "hidden" in each room you stay. Hide them in the bible, in dresser drawers,
under the telephone, in the local telephone book, mixed in with the local area attractions brochures,
underneath clean folded towels, etc. Drop one in the elevator, near a drinking fountain, in the hotel
lobby, in the hallway outside your room. Stick one in the door jamb of each door on the way to your

room or place one inside the morning paper that's left outside each room.
GUERILLA TIP: You don't have to stay at a hotel/motel to reap the rewards! Visit some
hotels/motels in your area or near a convention centre. Walk down the halls and slide one
under the door of each room whether occupied or not. This is a great tactic for anyone in the
tourist industry to solicit business for a local attraction, restaurant, time-share opportunities,
etc.

54. JOB PLACEMENT CENTRES
If you're drop card offers a business opportunity, place your cards near the entrance to job placement
centres. Typically, the people visiting job placement centres are out of work. In other words, they're
looking for work; you're offering them a means to make an income. What could be a better match?

55. KIDS
Kids love money drop cards! They love to prank adults and other kids, thereby entertaining
themselves while spreading your message. If you have kids, recruit them! Give them a stack of cards
to use to fool their friends and classmates. Eventually, your drop card will make it into the hands of a
parent. Don't rule out this idea. It is highly effective.

56. LAUNDRY MATS
Just about every laundry mat has a community bulletin board, so make sure you tack a few cards on
it. Also place cards on the folding carts/tables, near the vending machines, in the sitting area and
directly outside in the parking lot. Saturday is usually the busiest day at the laundry mat, so be sure to
hit it during peak hours.

57. THE LIBRARY
Just like when marketing in a book store, look for those sections shelved with books written for an
audience with a particular interest, people you believe would also be attracted to your product,
service or business opportunity. Then turn your marketing card into a "bookmark" by inserting one in
each book on the shelves in that section. Place some drop cards by the computers, in the reading
room or sitting area, in the restroom, etc.
GUERILLA TIP: Don't forget the children's reading room. Remember that every kid who finds
your drop card will show his/her unique find to the adult with them.

58. LOBBIES
Most lobbies have a counter where an employee is assigned to greet the customer upon entering.
Drop a money card on the floor in front of the counter or place one directly on it. Place a money card
in every brochure display.

59. LOCKERS AND LOCKER ROOMS
Here's a reason to get in shape and market your business at the same time! Most fitness clubs have
lockers for member use, and lockers are typically vented. Those air vents are like "the stairway to
drop card marketing heaven!" Insert your money card through the air vent of as many lockers as

possible. Places where you can find lockers include not only the locker room at a fitness club, but also
at airports, bus stations and water parks. Think of other public places that have lockers and start
stuffing those air vents with your $100 bill money cards.

60. MAGAZINE RACKS
Who hasn't eaten at a restaurant franchise like a Perkin’s® or Bob Evans®? Local magazines, papers
and real estate guides are found in the entry way of these types of restaurants. An easy way to get
your money cards into the hands of hundreds of people is to hide them in between the pages of
whatever local publications are in the magazine rack.
GUERILLA TIP: Schedule a regular weekly route to magazine racks that see a lot of traffic. If
this weekly routine proves too time consuming, then “pre-stuff” the local publications. Here is
how it works: Remove approximately 20 publications from the first rack on your route and hide
your card in each one, returning only 10 of them back to the rack. (You will “keep” 10 of the
publications that you have already stuffed.) Take those 10 publications and place them in the
magazine rack of the next location on your route. Repeat this process along your route. Having
pre-stuffed magazines can reduce the time spent at each rack.

61. THE MEDICINE CABINET
Have you ever used the bathroom at a friend or relatives house and been tempted to look in their
medicine cabinet? Believe it or not, many people snoop just to see what is inside. So when they do,
let them discover some “money” hidden in your medicine cabinet—you're $100 bill drop card.

62. MODEL HOMES
Have you ever stopped to look at a model home? People who aren't even in the market to buy a
home will stop to look at models. Part of touring a model home includes opening all the drawers,
cabinets and closets. If you have a product or service related to new home construction or home
maintenance and repair, place a drop card in drawers, cabinets and closets that you know will be
opened and examined. Don't forget to drop one in the bathtub, as well.

63. MONEY TREE
Purchase a small artificial tree (maybe at a dollar store) and attach money cards all along its branches
using small clothes pins or paper clips. Display the loaded “money tree” on the counter at your office
or store. A small ”Take One” sign encourages prospects to remove a money card and keep it.
GUERILLA TIP: Prepare several mini money trees to place at different location throughout
town.

64. MOVIE
At the concession stand, place a card in or on top of the napkin dispenser, drop one while waiting in
line for your popcorn, place one by the water fountain and in the restroom. Don't forget to drop cards
as you walk down the aisle to find your seat.

GUERILLA TIP: Arrive to the movie as early as you can so that you can walk through the
aisles of seats, placing cards in the cup holders of the arm chairs. Sit in the back row and watch
the expressions on peoples’ faces as they read about your great opportunity.

65. MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING SALES PRESENTATIONS
There isn't a more affordable way to market your Multi-level Marketing opportunity than by dropping
your money cards. In fact, many individuals are first introduced to the concept of drop card marketing
at MLM sales presentations, either by receiving a drop card from the presenter or as a suggestion for
use as a marketing tool to recruit others to join you in your business venture. When you think about
it, a drop card is a network sales and marketing tool in and of itself. Drop one money card. Whomever
finds your card will either want to take you up on the business opportunity you're offering, or they
will want to fool a business associate or a personal friend by sharing your $100 bill card , thereby
promoting your business opportunity to someone else. It's a type of advertising that no other type of
marketing provides. The cost for drop cards is so reasonable that not including them as a way to
promote your business opportunity would be CRAZY.

66. NEW HOME CONSTRUCTION
If your drop cards are advertising lawn care, interior decorating services, house cleaning or custommade window treatments, then you want to target people who are building a new home in
anticipation of moving in to the neighbourhood. There is no better place to leave your card than in
the mailbox or on the front porch of a newly constructed home. If your product or service has
anything that relates to the needs of a new home or even a new resident, then this idea can't be beat!

67. OLDER HOMES
Are you an A/C repairman? Then you know that the average lifespan of an air conditioning unit is 9-10
years. Roofs last an average of 15-20 years. Windows and home appliances will eventually need
replacing as well. Make the name of your business stand out in the mind of the homeowner by using
drop cards. Do a web search of local property appraisals in order to find older homes who made need
your service. When you have found homes that meet your age criteria, drop a card in the mailbox or
on the front porch (or near the front door) of each older home.

68. PARKING GARAGES
You can place your $100 bill cards on the windshields of vehicles the same as in parking lots. But look
at other opportunities to drop your card in a parking garage, such as the walk to the elevator/stairs,
next to the parking ticket machine, etc.
GUERILLA TIP: Since most parking garages afford some type of protection from the rain and
wind, here's a great idea: walk behind each vehicle and drop cards on the ground, then kicking
them underneath the parked vehicle. Your $100 bill card will be discovered by the next car that
pulls into that parking space.

69. PET SUPPLY STORES AND OTHER SPECIALIZED BUSINESSES
Whether you sell pets, groom pets or train dogs, dropping your $100 bill cards at the local pet store
will allow you to reach a specific consumer. You know that customers who frequent the pet supply

stores own pets. Other stores that appeal to a specific market include:
•
•
•
•

Pool Supplies Stores —pool contractors, hot tub sales , deck resurfacing or repair and any other
service or product related to swimming pools and hot tubs
Toy Store or Children's Clothing Stores—daycare providers, tutoring services, summer camps
and any other service or product related to children or education
Heath Food Stores—personal training, gym membership sales, dietary consultants, massage
therapy, yoga classes and any other service or product related to health, nutrition and wellness
Sporting Goods Stores—athletic training or coaching, summer sports camps, golf club
membership sales and any other service or product related to athletics and fitness
GUERILLA TIP: If you offer pet training, be sure to place your cards behind the bags of
piddle pads, near the training collars, bark suppressants, etc. In other words, think about your
product or service and make sure that your drop cards find their way to key locations within the
store.

70. PIZZA DELIVERY

Taped To Pizza Boxes

If done right, this can be huge! Ask a local pizza owner to adhere your $100 bill card to the top of each
take-out and delivery box. Either pay the owner of the pizzeria a pre-determined amount for each
card distributed, or give the owner an incentive like a residual fee. If you offer a multi-level marketing
opportunity, allow the pizzeria owner to take advantage of the opportunity at a discounted rate.

71. PLAYGROUNDS
Placing a few cards at playgrounds is a fun way to reach parents. Kids love finding them and showing
their unique find to the parent. Try placing a few near resting benches, the water fountain or under
the gazebo. Think rain and try hard to avoid it. The best spots to place cards are those that will be
discovered right away (or where they stay dry until discovered).

72. PORT-A-JOHNS

Portable Toilets

Target the port-a-johns at a special event. Eventually everyone at the event has to use one. When you

find yourself in a port-a-john, leave a card on top of the paper dispenser.
GUERILLA TIP: Work the line! Often at big events you will find 5, 10 or more units lined up.
Immediately start at one end and open each ("vacant unit") and place your drop card into as
many as you can. Then wait. Every time someone vacates, go in after them and place another
drop card.

73. THE POST OFFICE
There are many opportunities for you to place your $100 bill cards at the post office, including near
the post office boxes, the trash cans, mixed in with the shipping /change of address labels, inside
some of the free envelopes or shipping boxes, etc.

74. PRESS RELEASES
The use of press releases is common in the field of public relations. Press releases allow a business to
receive free and highly effective marketing. Typically, the aim is to attract favourable media attention
to your product or service. Send out press releases to various types of media outlets: the community
newspaper, radio stations, television stations, etc. describing your business service or product and
how it is benefiting the local community. Make sure to paper clip a $100 bill card to the top of the first
page of your release! Your card will be something different and is guaranteed to grab the attention of
the receiver.
GUERILLA TIP: Go on-line and Google press release templates.

75. PUBLIC RESTROOMS

Bathroom Stalls

Place a drop card near the sink, on top of the paper towel dispenser, hand dryer and on the top of
each toilet paper dispenser. Sandwich a card (or two) between a mirror and the wall.

76. PUBLIC WAITING AREAS
Look around to find areas where people sit and wait, such as the quick oil change automotive shops,
pharmacies and doctor and dentist offices. Place cards on a side table or on a seat. Often there will be
magazines lying about. Stuff a few cards inside of them. If there is a TV, place a drop card where it will
be seen when looking at the screen. If there is a kid's toy box, make sure to drop one in it, too!

77. REAL ESTATE LISTINGS
Attention real estate agents--it is paramount that the seller of each recently expired listing agreement
receives your card! Drive to the listing and drop one on the front porch or slide one into the door just
above the door knob. Place one in the mailbox. However, mail your money card only as a last resort.

GUERILLA TIP: Schedule a showing of the seller's home before it expires. If you do not have
a buyer willing to see the home at that time, tell the seller that you are previewing their home
on behalf of an interested out-of-town client. Regardless of the reason, get yourself into as
many homes as you can that have been on the market for more than five or six months. Then
leave with the home seller your $100 bill card along with your business card. That way, your
name will be at the forefront of their mind when their listing agreement expires! They will not
throw away your money card and will know exactly where they put it when they need to call
you.

78. RENTAL ITEMS
Whatever it is that you are renting—a car, a house or an apartment—when you are finished using it,
leave a couple of cards behind. If it is a rental car, be sure to place one in the glove compartment,
between the seats in back, and one in the ashtray. When it comes to a rental house or an apartment,
the possibilities are endless. Leave one in a closet, kitchen drawer and cabinet, under the bathroom
vanity and even in the fuse box, etc. There are opportunities everywhere.

79. RESTAURANTS
Take your $100 bill drop cards with you when you go to a restaurant! Place one in the napkin holder,
hidden between the condiment containers, sandwiched in the menu, etc. When you leave the
restaurant and your table is cleared, where will the next customer find one of your cards? Don't
forget to give one to the waitress as a tip (with real money inside).

80. RETAIL STORE SHELVES
As you walk down the aisles of any retail store, place cards in and among the merchandise displayed
on the shelves. Make sure to have a little bit of the drop card exposed to increase the chance that it
will be discovered quickly.

81. SCHOOL SPORTING EVENTS
After-hours school sporting events are a great place to reach your customers and get results because
you are targeting families that live in your immediate area. Key locations to drop your card include
under the stadium seats, near the ticket booth, snack booth and water fountain. Don't forget about
the cars out in the parking lot! If you are looking to drum up local business fast, this is the main event!

82. SHOPPING CARTS

Shopping Carts
With one quick visit to your local grocery store or department store, you can place dozens of cards
within a couple of minutes. When you arrive at a store that provides shopping carts for customer use,
drop your money card in to as many empty shopping carts as possible. Do not pull the carts apart to
access the basket—just push your drop card into the space along the side of each cart; the card will
fall down automatically. As the carts are accessed, each shopper will be greeted with a little "cash"
surprise.
GUERILLA TIP: If possible, place your cards inside the shopping carts that are located
directly inside the store's entrance rather than those that are outside in the parking lot or are
along the sidewalk next to the store. You can place dozens of drop cards in a short period of
time, but you don't want half of them destroyed due to inclement weather. Also, choose stores
that you think appeal to your customer demographic. Then plan to go to each one of those
stores within a set radius to repeat the process.

83. SHOPPING MALLS
The holiday season can be a slow time for a lot of businesses. However, you could make it your
busiest time of the year! Shopping malls are bustling with shoppers during the holidays. And there is
no shortage of locations to drop your money card. Walk and drop as you go, You may wish to consider
other great places in the shopping mall where people will notice your money card, such as on resting
benches, on the food court tables and chairs, in the restroom, etc. (Don't forget the cars in the
parking lot!)

84. SPECIAL EVENTS
A single community event can provide a renewed opportunity to market your business. There are cars
in the parking lot, plenty of people walking around and vendors galore. Drop a card in the beer tent,
leave one in each port-a-john, etc.
GUERILLA TIP: Don't immediately enter the event; instead, remain outside near the event
entrance, dropping cards and then replenishing them as they get picked up. Having a captive
audience waiting in line or funnelling into a gate to enter an event is pay dirt for drop card
marketing. But be warned . . . dropping too many cards will cause the novelty of finding money
on the ground to wear off when event goers see one-hundred dollar bills everywhere.

85. YOUR SPOUSE
Don't forget about your loved ones. Perhaps they work in a busy office, factory or retail store. Give
him or her a handful of $100 bill cards to share with co-workers. The co-workers will get a kick out of
it. If your product or service is not applicable to them, let them know that they may give your money
card to someone they know. Always give them two--one to keep and one to give away.

86. STATE PARKS
Place a few drop cards near the information booth or bulletin board area where they have park info
and maps.

87. STOCKING STUFFERS
Who doesn't like receiving money? Include your drop card inside a money-holder birthday card, a gift
package, a bouquet of flowers, etc. However, be sure to tuck some “real” money inside your drop
card so the recipient receives a real gift as well.
GUERILLA TIP: When sending out seasonal appreciation cards to past and present clients or
business acquaintances, make sure to "stuff them" with your drop card. Because your business
connection is understood by the recipient, adding real money inside is not necessary. They will
get an extra kick (smile) from your card that will make you and your business stand apart from
the others.

88. SUGGESTION BOXES
What better suggestion can you offer than telling the manager or owner that checking out your
product, service or business opportunity would be worthwhile! Perhaps that business owner is
looking for exactly what you have to offer. At least you have an inkling as to who will be looking at
your “suggestion.” It is a limited audience, but perhaps the one that is the most important to you.
Bottom line--If it has a slot, drop in a money card.

89. THE TEAM APPROACH
Sometimes two can do the job better than one. Take this suggestion: Have two (or more) marketers
take money cards with them to an event. Once there, they are to split up and walk a pre-determined
route, dropping all the way. Meet up in a central location when you have dropped all of your cards.
After meeting up, wait at least 30 minutes (depending on how many people are in attendance) until
you start dropping cards again.

GUERILLA TIP: Be familiar with the layout of the event in order to
cover the square footage without crossing each other's path. After all, you want a limited
number of cards to be noticed and picked up. If the event attendees see your money cards lying
on the ground everywhere, then you've defeated your purpose of enticing people to pick up
your card , thinking it is money they have found.

90. TELEPHONE POLES
Pretend you are looking for a missing cat--grab a stapler and go find some wooden telephone poles.
Tack your money cards to any telephone pole near a stop sign or on a corner. Make sure to place it
high enough (or low enough) to be in the line of sight for your target audience. If, for instance, you
are at a stop sign, your viewers will be seated in their cars. Make sure that your card is at their eyelevel. Likewise for pedestrians—staple the card no more than 6 feet above the sidewalk.

91. THRIFT STORES

Resale shops, second hand stores or thrift shops—whatever you choose to call it--such as Goodwill
and the Salvation Army are locations where you will find shoppers who are trying to save a lot of
money and may be more open-minded to the business opportunity you offer. People that shop at
thrift stores are in your demographic: they either want to save money or need to make more of it!
Hide your money cards as you pretend to “shop," making sure to place them where they'll be
discovered by people shopping for all different types of items, such as inside shoes, clothes pockets,
purses, placed inside or under a household item or knick-knacks, etc. Revisit the store often to do it
again and again.

92. TIP JARS
Tip jars are a fun place to drop a money card. The employees frequently look at the jar to "see" how
much money they've made in tips so far. Watch as their eyes bug out when they see a $100 bill! Be
sure to put a real tip inside the drop card. Otherwise, your service or business opportunity won't look
too good!

93. TOILET PAPER DISPENSERS
Toilet paper dispensers can do more than just dispense toilet paper—they can advertise your
business, too! Place a drop card on top of the toilet paper dispenser in each vacant stall in a public
restroom. People love to sit and read when using the restroom.
GUERILLA TIP: Instead of placing a drop card on top of the dispenser, place the card on top
of the toilet paper roll located inside the dispenser. When someone grabs for some paper, your
card will be exposed (no pun intended).

94. TRADE SHOWS
If you exhibit at trade shows, you know how fierce the competition is to attract people to your
exhibition booth and stop to speak with you. Every exhibitor should be tossing a drop card in the aisle
for passers-by to spot. They aren't—but you will be! Reach out to those who pass your booth by
handing them what they think is a real $100 bill (a great conversation starter). Or place them on your
display table near your handout literature. Don't forget to toss a few in the aisle!
GUERILLA TIP: Walk around the exhibit hall, walking and dropping money cards. Arrive to
the trade show early and place a drop card on each exhibitors table.

95. UTILITY DEPARTMENTS
These days, who doesn't pay the majority of their bills on-line, right? Well, you'd be surprised how
many people do not use (or do not trust) on-line bill payment. So try something a little different. Stop
by the utility department building to pay your own utility bill in person. This may seem like an
inconvenience; however, you will see people waiting in a line for the privilege to pay their utility bill.
This surprise location is a good place to drop a few money cards. You can be positive that the people
standing in line are locals if that is your target market.

96. VENDING MACHINES
Everyone occasionally gets the “munchies” and will hit the vending machine to satisfy their craving.

Place a drop card in the product receiving bin or in the change return slot of vending machines. When
on the road, stop at rest areas along the interstate and place cards in the bins of those vending
machines. This technique works best for products or services that don't rely on a local demographic
for customers.

96. USE AS YOUR MAIN BUSINESS CARD
Why have a business card when you have drop cards? Be sure to include all the prudent contact
information.

97. WALKING THE DOG

Walking The Dog
Do you own a dog? If not, pick up an adorable pooch at your local animal rescue and start walking!
Most people walk their dog taking the same route each day. Once a week, take your money cards
with you when you walk your dog, dropping as you walk. But don't take the same route each week.
Walk down different streets in the neighbourhood at different times during the day.
GUERILLA TIP: Want a greater range of coverage? Then pack up the pooch and take a short
drive to other neighbourhoods where you can walk and drop as you go; having a dog in leash
has another advantage – you look less suspicious walking in someone else's neighbourhood.

98. WEDDING RECEPTIONS
A celebration with lots of people--the perfect combination! Walk amongst the tables at a wedding
reception, dropping cards as you go. Don't neglect the bar area—your cards will become more and
more fun as the night goes on! But as a courtesy to the happy couple, don't begin dropping your cards
until after the first dance. After all, it is their special day and you don't want to detract from that.

99. THE “WELCOME WAGON”
Here's how to get your company name recognized without having to do much of the marketing
yourself. Contact your local Chamber of Commerce or “Welcome Wagon” organization. Speak with
them about including your $100 bill cards along with the fliers, discount coupons, freebie mini gifts,
maps, etc. that they offer to newcomers.

100. YARD SALES
One way to attract customers is by offering a 10%, 15% or 20% discount to anyone who presents your

money card at time of purchase. So where can you find people who are looking to save money? Yard
sales (sometimes known as garage sales) draw in bargain hunters, people interested in taking
advantage of discounts. Check the classified ads in your local paper, and then hit those yard sales!
Look at the items being sold while discreetly dropping a few money cards that will be discovered by
the bargain hunters. Also find items at the yard sale that will allow you to hide your money card.
Good places to hide cards include inside coffee mugs and tea cups, clothing pockets, game boxes and
between the pages of an empty photo album. Don't forget to hand one to the homeowner when
purchasing an item!
GUERILLA TIP: This technique also works well for pest control companies and other types of
home-related service. Leave a card—and quite an impression—each time you provide service to
a homeowner.

101. YOUR OFFER
Think of drop cards as the distribution method or vehicle which you are using to convey your
message; in this context, they are a great marketing tool. However, no matter how effective drop card
marketing can be, you will experience little success with this effective marketing tool if the written
message inside your drop card is weak. Even the most compelling messages have stiff competition
from the “cash allure” of the drop card--so really put a lot of thought into your message. If you see
lots of people picking up your money cards, then the card has done its job by getting your message
delivered. But if customers don’t call, register on-line or stop into your store to take advantage of
your offer, it is your message that failed--not the card.
GUERILLA TIP: K.I.S.S. Keep It Simple Stupid is an acronym to remember when customizing
your message. Drop cards are not brochures; less is differently more. Use color to highlight key
points, bullets to reinforce, words to incite action (call now, ends soon, video on-line explains all)
and most importantly, offer your prospect something great in exchange for contacting you, such
as a big discount, a super value or an unbelievable lifetime opportunity. Test several messages
(use as few words as possible) on those you trust and ask them for genuine constructive
criticism--would they contact you based what they just read? If not, go back to the drawing
board.

“Drop Cards and Watch Your Business Pick Up!”
Drop cards with effective messages are guaranteed to work, but you have to do one simple thing—
get them out there! It’s easy! No cold calling! No rejection! Just drop (or place) cards wherever you
find yourself throughout the day. Do this on a regular basis without fail and you will see results!

Drop Card Samples Go Here

Order Drop Cards here

DISCLAIMER
The author, his representatives and any other persons involved with the creation and publication of
this book are in no way responsible or held liable for other persons choosing to utilize and/or modify
in any way the ideas and tips contained within this publication, including but not limited to: violation
of litter ordinances, local solicitation ordinances, and/or loitering ordinances; trespassing onto public
or private properties; and/or damages to any and all private or public properties.
Furthermore, it is the responsibility of each individual user of drop cards to make certain their
particular drop card will satisfy the guidelines set forth by the United States Federal Treasury AND to
understand their own local solicitation statutes such that the money drop cards are not considered
counterfeit currency
Never attempt to pass off drop cards as legal tender, not even as a joke.

DEFINITIONS
DIE CUT DROP CARDS
A die is a specialized tool used in manufacturing to cut or shape material using a press. Like molds and
stencils, dies are generally customized to the item they are used to create. Die cut products range
from simple paper clips to complex pieces used in advanced technology.*
High quality drop cards are die cut and then embossed with a center crease to ensure a quick and
precision fold each and every time. Additionally, a specially die can be utilized to enhance the illusion
of a “stack” of bills.
*Source: Wikipedia

GUERILLA MARKETING
Guerilla marketing, a term coined by Jay Conrad Levinson in his book Guerilla Marketing, can be
defined as an unconventional system of product promotion that relies on time, energy and
imagination rather than a big marketing budget. Typically, guerilla marketing campaigns are
unexpected and unconventional, sometimes interactive, and usually target consumers in unexpected
places. The objective of guerilla marketing is to create a unique, engaging and thought-provoking
marketing concept that will generate a “buzz.” It may involve unusual approaches such as intercept
encounters in public places, street give-aways of products, PR stunts, or any unconventional
marketing intended to obtain maximum results using minimal resources. Innovative approaches to
guerilla marketing now include drop card marketing that engages the consumer and creates a
memorable product brand experience.
Source: Wikipedia

INTERLOCKING DROP CARDS
In-ter-lock (v.) To unite two or more things. To engage by the overlapping or fitting together of
projections and recesses. ONLY drop cards that are die cut can interlock; it is necessary that when
folded, a hidden tab (projection) on one side pf the card perfectly aligns to a receiving slit (recess) on
the opposite side, thus fitting together (interlocking) to keep the card closed.
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